The Hot Seat

Relax, Sit Back and Warm Up with our Modular Component Seat Heater System.
Carbon and thermal fiber heating elements provide evenly distributed instant heat.
Advanced electronic controls keep the temperature constant within one degree, even when no one is sitting down!

- The most versatile seat heater solution available!
- Install multiple, mixed or single pads
- Carbon fiber pads can be pierced for listings
- Split pads are ideal for vertical listings
- Bolster pads add more heat and work with OCS
- Harness extension options for switches & pads
- 3 Year/36,000 mile Limited Warranty
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MODULAR CONNECTION SYSTEM

1. OCS SENSOR SOLUTIONS
   - FOR OCS SECTION
     - BOLSTER PADS
   - FOR NON OCS SECTION
     - SPLIT PADS
     - CARBON FIBER PADS

2. DIFFERENT LISTING STYLES
   - Horizontal Listings
   - Vertical Listings
   - TRIM LENGTH = NO
     - VERTICAL LISTINGS = YES
   - HORIZONTAL LISTINGS = YES
   - SPLIT PAD

3. PREMIUM HEAT PACKAGE
   - BOLSTER PADS x 2
   - SPLIT PADS x 2
   - CARBON FIBER PADS x 2
   - TRIM LENGTH = YES
   - VERTICAL LISTINGS = NO
   - HORIZONTAL LISTINGS = YES
   - CARBON FIBER PADS